Nonhomologous end joining of complementary and noncomplementary DNA termini in mouse testicular extracts.
Mammalian somatic cells are known to repair DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR); however, how male germ cells repair DSBs is not yet characterized. We have previously reported the highly efficient and mostly precise DSB joining ability of mouse testicular germ cell extracts for cohesive and blunt ends, with only a minor fraction undergoing terminal deletion [Mutat. Res. 433 (1999) 1]; however, the precise mechanism of joining was not established. In the present study, we therefore tested the ability of testicular extracts to join noncomplementary ends; we have also sequenced the junctions of both complementary and noncomplementary termini and established the joining mechanisms. While a major proportion of complementary and blunt ends were joined by simple ligation, the small fraction having noncleavable junctions predominantly utilized short stretches of direct repeat homology with limited end processing. For noncomplementary ends, the major mechanism was "blunt-end ligation" subsequent to "fill-in" or "blunting", with no insertions or large deletions; the microhomology-dependent joining with end deletion was less frequent. This is the first functional study of the NHEJ mechanism in mammalian male germ cell extracts. Our results demonstrate that testicular germ cell extracts promote predominantly accurate NHEJ for cohesive ends and very efficient blunt-end ligation, perhaps to preserve the genomic sequence with minimum possible alteration. Further, we demonstrate the ability of the extracts to catalyze in vitro plasmid homologous recombination, which suggests the existence of both NHEJ and HR pathways in germ cells.